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Content Overview

What is Polymorphism in programming?

Why we use Polymorphism?

Types of Polymorphism in Java

 Overloading

 Overriding

When we use Polymorphism?



Learning Objective

To understand

To differentiate between member method and 

constructor method overloading

To write method overloading 



POLY MORPHISM ?

WHAT IS POLYMORPHISM?

Many Form

 Has the ability to appear in many shapes.
 In OO 

 The ability of objects of different types to 
respond to functions of the same name

 The user does not have to know the exact 
type of the object in advance

A.

B.



WHAT IS THE SAME CONCEPT THAT 
A AND B SHARE?

On/Off  Switch

BUT
Internally, how the on/off  switch is totally different

POLYMORPHISM
When 2 same-named item (on/off

switches) performing the same task

(turning something on or off), despite

being very different internally



WHY USE POLYMORPHISM?

Help programmers to write code that is easy to modify and extend

Allows a basic class variable to refer to objects from different subclasses 
in the same inheritance hierarchy

1.
2.



WHY USE POLYMORPHISM?

Allows programmers to send the same message (or call the same 
function) for object from different classes.
3.



 When a method that has already 
been defined in a parent class is 
redefined using the exact same 
signature.

 Classes that methods appear in 
MUST be in parent/child 
relationship

 Signatures MUST match

 Methods SOMETIMES COMBINED

 When two methods were defined 
with the same name, in the same 
class , distinguished by their 
signature.

 Classes that methods appear in do 
NOT have to be in parent/child 
relationship

 Signatures MUST NOT match

 Methods are SEPARATE

OVERLOADINGOVERRIDING

HOW?



EXAMPLE OF POLYMORPHISM



OVERLOADING METHODS

When several methods with the same name exist within a class

But MUST have different formal parameter list (method signature)

Both member and constructor methods can be overloaded

Two methods are said to have different formal parameter lists:
if both methods have different number of formal parameters.

If the number of formal parameters is the same in both methods, 
the data type of the formal parameters in the order we list must
differ in at least one position.

1.
2.

3.
4.
a.

b.



Instance of the Student class

Instance of the GradStudent class



POLYMORPHISM: BENEFITS

It gives programmers the ability to develop interfaces for complex
application

1.

WHAT IS INTERFACE?

AN INTERFACE?

This topic will be discuss further in the Next Chapter….



EXAMPLE :



EXAMPLE :

Overloaded 
Member
Methods

Student Class



EXAMPLE : Client Class

Invoke different member methods in Student class



EXAMPLE :

Output:



CONSTRUCTOR METHOD OVERLOADING

Constructor Overloading :- When a class have more than one constructors

Properties of Constructor Method:
Same name with a class name

A constructors are automatically executed when a class object is
instantiated

The different constructor is executed based on the type of value
passed to the constructor during object instantiation.

1.
2.
a.
b.

c.



EXAMPLE :

Overloaded 
Constructor 

Methods



EXAMPLE :

Client Class

Invoke different constructor methods in Student class



EXAMPLE :

Output:



OVERRIDING METHODS

Revise Lecture note on Week 6 : Inheritance 



INHERITANCE : Constructor

Used super keyword to refer to the parent class and often used to invoke the 
parent’s constructor

A child’s constructor is responsible for calling the parent’s constructor

To call the parent’s constructor – the first line of child’s constructor can be the 
super keyword.

The super keyword can also be used to reference other variables and method 
defined in the parent’s class

super ( );

Used to call the constructor from superclass (parents) with appropriate 
arguments



INHERITANCE : Overriding Methods

A child class can override the definition of an inherited method in favor of its own.

The new method must have the SAME SIGNATURE (name and parameters) as the 
parent’s method BUT can have a DIFFERENT BODY (implementation

The type of the object executing the method determines which version of the 
method is invoked

Invoked explicitly the parents method using super reference.

Method with final modifier, cannot be overridden.

Shadowing variables is when an overriding concept applied to data and should be 
avoided – cause unnecessarily confusing code.

super ( );



INHERITANCE : Overriding Methods

Superclass (Parent)

Sub-class (Child)
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